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The Role of Azopolymer/Dendrimer Layer-by-Layer Film Architecture in Photoinduced Birefringence and the Formation of Surface-Relief Gratings David S. dos Santos, Jr.,*,† Marcos R. Cardoso,‡ Fabio L. Leite,‡,§ Ricardo F. Aroca,† Luiz H. C. Mattoso,§ Osvaldo N. Oliveira, Jr.,‡ and Cleber R. Mendonc¸ a‡ Materials & Surface Science Group, School of Physical Sciences, UniVersity of Windsor, Windsor, ON, Canada, N9B 3P4, Instituto de Fı´sica de Sa˜ o Carlos, CP 369, 13560-970 Sa˜ o Carlos, SP, Brazil, and Embrapa Instrumentac¸ a˜ o Agropecua´ ria, CP 741, 13560-970, Sa˜ o Carlos, SP, Brazil ReceiVed February 10, 2006. In Final Form: April 27, 2006 The fabrication of nanostructured layer-by-layer (LbL) films strives for molecular control of the film properties directly connected with modifications in the film architecture. In the present report, the photoinduced birefringence and formation of the surface-relief gratings in LbL films obtained with an azopolymer (PS119) are shown to be strongly affected by the generation of the dendrimer employed in the alternating layers. Stronger adsorption of PS119 occurred when polypropylenimine tetrahexacontaamine dendrimer (DAB) of higher generations is used, due to a larger number of sites available to interact with azochromophores in PS119. In contrast, the photoinduced birefringence for LbL films made with the generation 1 dendrimer (DABG1) was higher, which can be explained by weaker interactions between adjacent layers. Strong interactions in LbL films consisting of PS119 and generation 3 or 5 dendrimers restrict the chromophore mobility, leading to a smaller birefringence. The interpretation is supported by the fact that surface-relief gratings with larger amplitudes were obtained for 35-bilayer films of DABG1/PS119 (31 nm) in comparison with films from DABG5/PS119 (5 nm). These gratings were formed with mass transport arising from a light-driven mechanism, as photoinscription was successful only with p-polarized light and not with s-polarized light.



Introduction Control of the molecular architecture is one of the most attractive features of the layer-by-layer (LbL) technique, allowing nanostructured films to be produced from a variety of materials via physical adsorption based on electrostatic interactions.1 The technique allows one to tailor ultrathin films with specific properties, as in the case of charge transfer and energy transfer in heterostructures containing donors and acceptor molecules.2 There are various ways to achieve molecular control, including the choice of appropriate template or scaffolding materials for a given application. Of particular interest are LbL films incorporating azodyes, where the photoisomerization properties of azodyes can be utilized for optical storage or the formation of surface-relief gratings (SRG). In these azodyes, photoexcitation transforms the thermodynamically stable trans isomer to the cis form, with consequent changes in molecular properties such as bonding, polarity, and electronic transitions.3 Furthermore, when the azodye isomerizes, molecular motion can produce anisotropic materials with tunable optical characteristics, including birefringence and dichroism. The isomerization process also contributes to the large-scale mass transport leading to SRG.4 Azodyes may be used in LbL films with alternating layers of polyelec* Corresponding author. E-mail: [email protected]. † University of Windsor. ‡ Instituto de Fı´sica de Sa ˜ o Carlos. § Embrapa Instrumentac ¸ a˜o Agropecua´ria. (1) Schonhoff, M. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 2003, 15 (49), R1781-R1808. (2) Oliveira, O. N., Jr.; He, J.; Zucolotto, V.; Balasubramanian, S.; Li, L.; Nalwa, H.; Kumar, J.; Tripathy, S. K. Layer-by-Layer Polyelectrolyte Films for Electronic and Photonic Applications. In Handbook of Polyelectrolytes; Tripathy, S. K., Kumar, J., Nalwa, H. S., Eds.; American Scientific Publishers: New York, 2002; Vol. 1, pp 1-37. (3) Natansohn, A.; Rochon, P. AdV. Mater. 1999, 11 (16), 1387-1391. (4) Oliveira, O. N.; dos Santos, D. S.; Balogh, D. T.; Zucolotto, V.; Mendonca, C. R. AdV. Colloid Interface Sci. 2005, 116 (1-3), 179-192.



trolytes or be attached to polymeric chains, referred to as azopolymers,5,6 and in the latter case films may be produced with simple techniques, such as casting or spin-coating. The photoinduced birefringence then depends on the chemical nature of the polymeric chain, the dye structure, and the concentration.7 In LbL films, the optical properties of azodyes or azopolymers are affected by film architecture due to the effect of interactions in adjacent layers.4 The dynamics of the photoinduced birefringence and the mass transport yielding SRG may be quite different when the experimental conditions in LbL film fabrication are altered, in particular the pH of the solutions which affects the concentration of charged species of film-forming materials.6,8 For instance, the dynamics of photoinduced birefringence is considerably slower for an LbL film than it is for cast films,6,9 because of the electrostatic interactions that tend to preclude photoisomerization and molecular motion of the azodyes. In addition, and in contrast to guest-host films, optical storage is much more efficient in LbL films, since once the chromophores are aligned they may be locked, preventing relaxation. In this work, we demonstrate the close relationship between the properties of LbL films of an azopolymer, PS119, and variations in the film architecture, which are realized when distinct types of dendrimer are used in alternating layers. Dendrimers are macromolecules composed of a core (generation zero) and a (5) Camilo, C. S.; dos Santos, D. S.; Rodrigues, J. J.; Vega, M. L.; Campana, S. P.; Oliveira, O. N.; Mendonca, C. R. Biomacromolecules 2003, 4 (6), 15831588. (6) Zucolotto, V.; Mendonca, C. R.; dos Santos, D. S.; Balogh, D. T.; Zilio, S. C.; Oliveira, O. N.; Constantino, C. J. L.; Aroca, R. F. Polymer 2002, 43 (17), 4645-4650. (7) Natansohn, A.; Rochon, P. Chem. ReV. 2002, 102 (11), 4139-4175. (8) Zucolotto, V.; Neto, N. M. B.; Rodrigues, J. J.; Constantino, C. J. L.; Zilio, S. C.; Mendonca, C. R.; Aroca, R. F.; Oliveira, O. N. J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 2004, 4 (7), 855-860. (9) He, J. A.; Bian, S. P.; Li, L.; Kumar, J.; Tripathy, S. K.; Samuelson, L. A. J. Phys. Chem. B 2000, 104 (45), 10513-10521.
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Figure 1. UV-vis spectra for LbL films of (a) DABG1/PS119, (b) DABG3/PS119, and (c) DABG5/PS119. Absorbance at 485 nm vs number of deposited bilayers for (d) DABG1/PS119, (e) DABG3/PS119, and (f) DABG5/PS119. Absorbance values were obtained by dividing the absorbance by the polymer concentration.



hyperbranched structure that extends in a highly organized fashion out to the terminal groups. In contrast to conventional polymers, dendrimers have precisely controlled structures, molecular weights, and chemical functionalities. We probe the optically induced birefringence and the possibility to produce SRG with LbL films of PS119 and dendrimers of distinct generations. Because the intermolecular interactions depend on the generation, highly distinctive features are observed when the film architecture is changed. Experimental Details Glass microscope slides were cleaned with the RCA method and used as substrates for deposition of LbL films.10 Polypropylenimine tetrahexacontaamine dendrimers (DABG5), polypropylenimine hexadecamine (DABG3), and polypropylenimine tetraamine (DABG1) were obtained from Aldrich and dissolved in pure water, supplied by a Milli-Q system and with resistivity of 18.2 MΩcm, to a concentration of 1.0 g/L for DABG5 and DABG3, and 2.4 g/L for DABG1. The LbL films were produced by alternate immersions of the substrate into one of the dendrimer solutions and into a 1 g/L aqueous solution of the azopolymer poly{sulfanilamide [sodium 6-hydroxy-5-(4-sulfonatophenyl)diazenyl-naphthalene-2-sulfonate]} (PS119) (Sigma). The structure and synthesis of this polymer have been reported.11 The deposition time for each layer was 10 (10) Kern, W. Semicond. Int. 1984, 94-98. (11) Dawson, D. J.; Gless, R. D.; Wingard, R. E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976, 98 (19), 5996-6000.



min, and between depositions the film+substrate system was rinsed in Milli-Q water and dried with a flow of nitrogen gas. Formation of layers was monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy with a Cary 50 spectrometer. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements with the LbL films were performed in a Topometrix microscope, model Explorer TMX 2010, using silicon nitride tips (V shape) with spring constant of 0.09 N/m. The roughness values were calculated using WSxM 4.0 software from Nanotec Electronica S. L. (copyright November 2003). All images were obtained in the contact mode at a scan rate of 2 Hz. Thickness measurements were carried out with a Talystep-Taylor Hobson profilometer.5,12,13 The photoinduced birefringence (PB) experiments were carried out using a diodepumped frequency doubled, linearly polarized Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm (writing beam) with a polarization angle of 45° with respect to the polarization orientation of the probe beam (reading beam), a low-power He-Ne laser light at 632.8 nm. The sample was placed between two crossed polarizers in the path of the probe laser. When the writing beam creates the birefringence in the sample, a change in the transmission of the probe beam through the second polarizer (transmitted signal) is observed, which is related to the PB in the sample. PB is calculated from the probe beam transmission (T ) I/I0) using ∆n ) λ/πd sin-1 xI/I0, where λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation, d is the film thickness, I0 is the incident beam intensity, and I is the intensity after the second polarizer. The power of the writing beam was approximately 3.9 mW for a 2-mm spot (12) Carrara, M.; Kakkassery, J. J.; Abid, J. P.; Fermin, D. J. ChemPhysChem 2004, 5 (4), 571-575. (13) Cui, T. H.; Hua, F.; Lvov, Y. IEEE Trans. Electron DeVices 2004, 51 (3), 503-506.
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Table 1. Thickness of 35-Layer LbL Films and Thickness per Bilayer films



film thickness (µm)



thickness per bilayer (nm)



DAB G1/PS119 DAB G3/PS119 DAB G5/PS119



0.20 ( 0.02 0.16 ( 0.02 0.19 ( 0.01



6.7 ( 0.6 7.3 ( 0.6 6.3 ( 0.3



diameter. The SRGs were inscribed under ambient conditions with the interference pattern produced by an Ar+ ion laser at 488 nm, and intensity 118 mW/cm2. To produce the interference pattern, the laser beam was split into two components, with the first one impinging directly on the film and the second being reflected onto the film by a mirror. The angle between the two beams was approximately 10°. The formation of SRG was monitored by measuring the intensity of the first-order diffracted light (diffracted signal) from a 1 mW He-Ne laser.



Results and Discussion



Figure 2. Photoinduced birefringence for 35-layer LbL films of (a) DABG1/PS119, (b) DABG3/PS119, and (c) DABG5/PS119.



The deposition process and the final properties of the LbL films are known to depend critically upon various parameters, not only with regard to the materials employed but also on experimental conditions of film fabrication. Since the focus of this work was on the effect of employing different generation dendrimers, we maintained a fixed pH value (pH 5) and a constant PS119 concentration (1 g/L) in all experiments. Figure 1, parts a-c, shows the absorption spectra for PS119/dendrimer multibylayer LbL films incorporating DABG1, DABG3, and DABG5, respectively. The spectra display essentially the same shape, with an absorption maximum at 485 nm, which is 10 nm redshifted compared to that of the PS119 in solution. The shift occurred regardless of the number of bilayers or dendrimer generation (results not shown), indicating comparable levels of aggregation of the azochromophores. The absorption at 485 nm increases with the number of deposited bilayers, as shown in Figure 1, parts d-f. Only for DABG5/PS119 LbL films (Figure 1f) the increase appears to be linear, with the same amount of azochromophores being adsorbed in each deposition step. For the other two samples, a low degree of adsorption was observed for the first few bilayers, probably due to substrate effects. Absorption was stronger for DABG5/PS119 films and decreased for films with dendrimers of lower generations. The higher absorption for films with DABG5 is attributed to the larger number of amine or amide groups, responsible for the interactions with the negatively charged PS119. Film thickness was obtained from profilometry measurements on 35-bilayer LbL films. Table 1 shows that the thickness per bilayer is practically the same for the three dendrimer generations in the 35-layer LbL films, thus pointing to the polymer PS119, which has a higher molecular weight (MW ) 100 000 g/mol), as the determining factor for the layer thickness, consistent with data found in the literature.14 Photoinduced birefringence experiments were carried out on the LbL films, exciting the azo moiety with a linearly polarized laser light at 532 nm. Under such excitation, the azobenzene chromophores undergo trans-cis-trans isomerization cycles followed by molecular reorientation. Through the hole-burning mechanism, an excess of chromophores was formed in the direction perpendicular to the laser polarization after several isomerization cycles, thus causing dichroism and birefringence in the film structure.15 The level of anisotropy induced in the film depends on the azodyes environment, which affects the isomerization cycles. Figure 2 shows the increase in transmitted



signal of the reading beam after the second polarizer, which is related to the photoinduced birefringence in the sample, as the writing laser was switched on. The three samples studied were LbL films of PS119 and DABG1 (a), DABG3 (b), and DABG5 (c); they had similar thickness and the irradiation intensities were the same. Writing was slow for all samples, which is typical for LbL films due to the electrostatic interactions that hamper isomerization and molecular reorientation. It is also clear from Figure 2 that PB was higher in the film containing DAB G1, with a calculated birefringence of 0.09. This result may appear surprising, since the other films contained more chromophores according to the data shown in Figure 1. However, PB is known to be strongly affected by the environment in which the chromophores are embedded, and therefore should depend on the supramolecular structure of each film. The larger number of linking points in the higher-generation dendrimers causes the PS119 molecules to be strongly linked to DABG5 and DABG3 dendrimers more than in the case of DABG1. In addition, complexation between the polymer and the dendrimer extends to tertiary amines from the branches and the core of the dendrimer and not just to primary amines in the periphery. The pKa values for the tertiary and primary amines of DABG5 are similar, and interaction between the polymer and the dendrimer is likely to occur for all dendrimers.16-18 Such strong interactions hinder the isomerization cycles, analogously to what occurs for the



(14) Casson, J. L.; Wang, H. L.; Roberts, J. B.; Parikh, A. N.; Robinson, J. M.; Johal, M. S. J. Phys. Chem. B 2002, 106 (7), 1697-1702. (15) Delaire, J. A.; Nakatani, K. Chem. ReV. 2000, 100 (5), 1817-1845.



(16) Kabanov, V. A.; Sergeyev, V. G.; Pyshkina, O. A.; Zinchenko, A. A.; Zezin, A. B.; Joosten, J. G. H.; Brackman, J.; Yoshikawa, K. Macromolecules 2000, 33 (26), 9587-9593.



Figure 3. First-order diffraction for a 35-layer DABG1/PS119 LbL film irradiated with (a) p-polarized light and (b) s-polarized light.
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field-gradient model for the formation of SRGs.19,20 In this model, mass transport is due to a force arising from the optical field gradient, which is only nonvanishing when the polarization direction of the optical field has a component in the direction of the field gradient. The force is zero for s-polarized light because the field gradient is perpendicular to the polarization direction.21 Further confirmation of the nature of the mechanism for the mass transport leading to the SRGs was obtained from experiments where samples with already inscribed SRGs were subjected to irradiation of a circularly polarized Ar+ laser at 488 nm with a uniform distribution of intensity (20 mW/cm2) for 20 h. The SRGs were completely erased, but could be rewritten in the same spot if the interference pattern of p-polarized light was again impinged onto the sample. The possibility of erasure and rewriting indicates that there is no significant chromophore degradation during the SRG writing procedure, and that mass transport was entirely light-driven.21 Figure 4 shows the AFM picture of an SRG photoinscribed with p-polarized light on the DABG1/PS119, DABG3/PS119, and DABG5/PS119 films. Despite the film irregularities, one may note the regularly spaced gratings on a 10 × 10 µm area. The amplitude and period of the SRGs were obtained in four different regions. Because the angle between the two interfering beams was fixed at around 10°, the period (pitch) of the SRG lay between 1.2 and 1.8 µm. The depth of the SRG varied, however, and was higher for the PS119/DABG1 LbL film. The rationale for more efficient SRG writing with low-generation dendrimers is the same given above to explain the higher photoinduced birefringence. Indeed, the smallest SRG amplitude was observed in LbL films with G5 because photoisomerization and mass transport were hampered due to the strong interactions in the films.



Conclusions



Figure 4. AFM images (20 µm × 20 µm) of surface-relief gratings on 35-layer LbL films of PS 119 with (a) DABG1 (height ) 31 ( 2 nm; pitch ) 1.6 ( 0.1 µm), (b) DABG2 (height ) 18 ( 5 nm; pitch ) 1.8 ( 0.1 µm), and (c) DABG5 (height ) 5 ( 1 nm; pitch ) 1.2 ( 0.1 µm) dendrimers.



electrostatic interactions in an LbL film entirely made of polyelectrolytes. The formation of SRG was monitored for the same samples employed for PB, by measuring the intensity of the first-order diffraction of the probe beam (diffracted signal). Figure 3 shows negligible diffraction when s-polarized light is used to inscribe the SRG, while significant diffraction appears for p-polarized light. This result indicates a light-driven mechanism for the mass transport responsible for the SRG, which is consistent with the (17) Kabanov, V. A.; Zezin, A. B.; Rogacheva, V. B.; Gulyaeva, Z. G.; Zansochova, M. F.; Joosten, J. G. H.; Brackman, J. Macromolecules 1999, 32 (6), 1904-1909. (18) van Duijvenbode, R. C.; Borkovec, M.; Koper, G. J. M. Polymer 1998, 39 (12), 2657-2664.



The layer-by-layer technique was successfully used to fabricate films from an azopolymer, PS119, alternated with dendrimers. The most efficient adsorption of PS119 occurred for DABG5 due to a larger number of sites interacting with the azochromophores in PS119. In contrast, the PB was higher for LbL films fabricated with low-generation G1 dendrimers, and decreased for LbL films containing higher-generation dendrimers due to an increase in the interactions between adjacent layers. Consistent with this explanation, higher amplitudes of SRG were obtained for 35-bilayer films of DABG1/PS119 (31 nm) in comparison with films from DABG5/PS119 (5 nm). These gratings were formed with mass transport arising from a light-driven mechanism, since photoinscription was successful only with p-polarized light and not with s-polarized light. The photoisomerization properties and the formation of SRG in LbL films made with dendrimers are therefore similar to those of films produced with a linear polymer, since photoisomerization was precluded by electrostatic interactions. However, by using dendrimers of different generations we were able to change the ability of the azochromophores isomerization. Acknowledgment. Financial assistance from NSERC of Canada and CNPq and FAPESP of Brazil is gratefully acknowledged. LA060399Q (19) Oliveira, O. N.; Yang, S.; Zucolotto, V.; He, J. A.; Constantino, C. J. L.; Cholli, A. L.; Li, L.; Aroca, R. F.; Kumar, J.; Tripathy, S. K. Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst. 2002, 374, 67-76. (20) Kumar, J.; Li, L.; Jiang, X. L.; Kim, D. Y.; Lee, T. S.; Tripathy, S. Appl. Phys. Lett. 1998, 72 (17), 2096-2098. (21) Oliveira, O. N., Jr.; Li, L., Kumar, J.; Tripathy, S. K. Surface-relief gratings on azobenzene-containing films. In PhotoreactiVe Organic Thin Films; Sekkat, Z., Knoll, W., Eds.; Academic Press: San Diego, CA, 2002; pp 429-486.
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